U.C.G. Grads Reunion

Graduates from 1978 & 1979 are organising a very special fun-packed reunion on Saturday November 7th at NUI Galway

12.45pm  Workshop on The Graduate- Providing A Beneficial Legacy to NUIG (Teaching Room 204, Concourse, NUIG)

2.30  Tea/Coffee Reception (Concourse)

2.45  A Whimsical Look at Finnegans Wake by Professor Hubert McDermott (D’Arcy Thompson Theatre)

4.00  GIBS, Smokey Joes & other UCG stories- Photo Presentation (D’Arcy Thompson Theatre)

4.30  Comedy Drama Sketch

4.45  Lit ‘n’ Deb Revisited (D’Arcy Thompson Theatre)

6.00  Tour of NUIG

Eight ‘Til Late – Dinner, Music & Dance

6.00  Irish Trad Music Seisiún (College Bar)

8.00  Dinner Buffet (College Bar)

9.30  FUZE -return of Galway’s first super-group, founded in 1979 with early 1980s’ chart hits ‘Stone Age Man’ & ‘It’s A Sunday Morning’

10.30  ‘Big G’ 70’s Disco Show (Big G aka Gerry Sexton was UCG’s top DJ in the late 1970s & early 1980s)

Tickets: 37.50Euro. Bookings- Contact Alumni Office at 091 493750 Email: alumni@nuigalway.ie

For a trip down memory lane, check out www.ucgstudents.com